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As you may know there are a lot of crazy things going on in our industry. We here at RCH aren’t
phased by it at all, mostly because of all the amazing innovations happening now! The RCH Pre-Con
Team has reviewed many different products to find the best and coolest things to share with our
clients.

Nevin’s Picks
This month Nevin took a look at some electronics upgrades from Mockett. They are a company that
specialized in “Fine architectural hardware for your fine furniture.” These innovations are making
life so much more convenient. It will make your home modern and savvy.
Mockett Dual-Sided Kitchen Power: “The perfect low profile addition to your kitchen counter top!
Power within reach that pops up when you need it and presses down into the surface when you
don’t for a clean and stylish look.”
https://www.mockett.com/power-communication-systems/kitchen-power/pcs103a-ee.html
Mockett Invisible Wireless Charging: “Experience the convenience of wireless charging on your desktop
with a completely seamless integration into your furniture.”
https://www.mockett.com/power-communication-systems/kitchen-power/pcs77a-usb.html

Pop-up Kitchen Power

Under Counter Charger

Jason’s Picks
We had a representative from AMS come into our office to talk about new siding options. AMS
represents several manufacture’s including EQUITONE, Fundermax, dri-design, and more!

The products range from fiber cement facades to aluminum wall panel systems to compressed craft
paper. All their products are through-colored material (meaning that they are colored all the way
through the material, so they won’t fade. The Equitone line is a fiber cement material that doesn’t
scratch and is zero maintenance. How cool is that! “The EQUITONE line is my favorite.”
EQUITONE [linea]: “a 3D shaped… fibre cement façade material that plays with light and
shadow… Every moment of the day, the changing angle of daylight gives the material a different
aspect.”
https://www.equitone.com/en-us/materials-en-us/linea/
EQUITONE [tectiva]: “characterized by a sanded surface and naturally occurring hues withing the
material… strongly expressing the raw texture of the core eternit fibre cement material.”
https://www.equitone.com/en-us/materials-en-us/tectiva/
EQUITONE [natura]: “subtly display[s] the raw texture of the core eternit fibre cement… [and]
comes in a large panel size and can be transformed into any size or shape.”
https://www.equitone.com/en-us/materials-en-us/natura/
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Check out this link for more options from AMS: https://ams-wa.com/materials/

Build Methodology
We’ve talked a lot about the new air infiltration requirements changing in February. This discussion
with you our clients, has continued with our architects and designers. One of those architect sent
us a solution to all our problems. “We connect our patented technology to your home via a
modified blower to pressurize and distribute the sealing formula. The pressure carries our nontoxic, water-based formula throughout the home and effectively seals any leak by using the very air
that is leaking out of the home, thereby finding any leak point; visible or not. Have peace of mind
monitoring the seal and seeing real-time result. You’ll even get a certificate of completion showing
the before and after results.”
Check this out: https://aeroseal.com/aerobarrier/how-aerobarrier-works/

Stay tuned for more!
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